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Lose yourself in a stunning puzzle adventure set in a gorgeous 3D environment. Explore a vast, ancient castle riddled with secret
vaults and hidden rooms. Solve elaborate puzzles, uncover lost treasures, and unravel a mystery bridging the scientific and the

arcane.

Alone on a remote island stands a weathered castle. For years it has lain dormant yet still the townspeople recall old stories of
restless dreams, violent storms, and the eerie glow of ghostly lights dancing in the mist. Recently, a mysterious signal has begun
broadcasting from within the abandoned halls. Something inside the castle has awoken, now someone needs to venture inside to

discover the truth.

Key Features

Countless Secrets to Discover
Weave your way through a complex web of puzzles to unlock the castle’s ultimate truth or choose your own path: search
for secret vaults and hidden passageways, hunt down lost treasures, and discover the history of the castle and its former
occupants.

Immersive Environments and Organic Storytelling
Take in The Eyes of Ara’s award-winning 3D environments as you explore its richly detailed world. Delve into an
intriguing tale set within a richly detailed, immersive environment. Explore abandoned rooms, discover lost writings, and
recover forgotten keepsakes to piece together the stories of those who once called the castle home.

Tactile Gameplay
Manipulate complex mechanisms, solve elaborate puzzles, and interact directly with the environment in a tactile, hands-
on experience.
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Minimalist Interface
Investigate the castle’s secrets through a sleek, minimalist interface that with a click, can be hidden entirely off-screen.

The Eyes of Ara is a game about exploration, puzzle solving, and discovery. Will you pay heed to the unsettling tales and
legends surrounding the castle, or will you set fear aside and venture in with an open and inquisitive mind to uncover the truth

for yourself?
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Title: The Eyes of Ara
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
100 Stones Interactive
Publisher:
100 Stones Interactive
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsXP SP2 or later

Processor: 2.40GHz Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with Shader model 3.0 support and at least 256MB of Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,Russian,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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Wow, this game is just BRILLIANT, puzzle after puzzle, lovely graphics and interesting story. These are my fav type of game.
10\/10
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Deluxe Edition, DLC, + Russian and German translations!:
The Eyes of Ara patch 1.2.00 is now live, and with it comes some big developments:

Introducing The Eyes of Ara Deluxe Edition. Merry Mysteries:

‘Tis the season for merry holiday mysteries! Tinsel hangs from the banisters, fairy lights illuminate the darkened halls, and
carefully wrapped gifts await weary travelers. Venture inside the old castle this holiday and experience The Eyes of Ara: Merry
Mysteries event.
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Investigate the decorated halls and seek out the children’s letters to Santa, then solve a festive puzzle to open a very special gift.

The Eyes of Ara: Merry Mysteries will run from December 22nd to January 5th (you local time) and features unique art,
puzzles, and Steam Achievements.

Grab the latest update and enjoy some festive holiday puzzle solving!. The Eyes of Ara Free Demo now available for
download:

Haven't yet bought The Eyes of Ara and want to know what all the fuss is about? Well now you can find out by trying the free
demo, available for download from The Eyes of Ara store page!

The demo includes a series of rooms and puzzles from the main game, re-arranged into a custom sequence and designed to give
you a condensed experience of what it is like to play the much larger full game. Versions of this demo have been shown to
excited players at conventions such as GX Australia, AVCon, and PAX Aus, and is now available for everyone to download and
enjoy!

Note: If you already own The Eyes of Ara Steam may not allow you to download the demo, however if you still want to check it
out you can grab a non-Steam version from the 100 Stones website.[www.100stonesinteractive.com]. Trading Cards Are Now
Dropping!:
I am pleased to announce The Eyes of Ara now includes Steam Trading Cards.

There are nine trading cards to find, granting five profile backgrounds and five emoticons. Happy trading!
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. Welcome
to the Haunted Halloween:

Darkness falls, a chill wind howls,
From inky shadows come grizzly growls.
A freaky terror creeps and crawls,
There’s something spooky within these halls!

The Haunted Halloween is upon us again! Venture into The Eyes of Ara between Oct 27 and Nov 2 for a special Halloween
experience - featuring unique art, puzzles, and Steam achievements!
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What’s more, The Eyes of Ara is currently 35% off during the Steam Halloween Sale, so what better time to go on a
pumpkin hunt?
. Looking Forward to 2019:

Happy New Year everyone and welcome to 2019! I hope everyone had a lot of fun playing some great games over the holidays,
and to everyone who discovered The Eyes of Ara for the first time over the break: welcome! Please enjoy the puzzle-solving,
item-hunting, mystery-unraveling experience :)

2019
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